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Informit Business Collection
The Informit Business Collection contains content to assist students, researchers and business
practitioners better understand the dynamic, global environment in which today’s businesses
operate.
This 100% full text database covers a range of contemporary business issues including business
law, economics, employment, finance, management, organisational psychology, taxation and
training.

Features and Benefits

Search Platform Features

Start searching

Over 45,000 records with full text articles
from 200 resources dating back to 1990

Personalised—track content of interest
to you with email alerts, RSS and search
history tools

https://www.informit.org

Includes peer-reviewed journals and
conference proceedings

A broad range of titles not widely available
elsewhere

Discoverable—find Informit content fast
via global discovery services including
Google Scholar, Trove, OCLC WorldCat,
Ex Libris Primo, ProQuest Summon
Service and EBSCO Discovery Service

Comprehensive coverage of practical and
theoretical topics

Integrated—link to Informit content from
your library catalogue

New articles added daily

Measurable—monitor COUNTER
compliant usage statistics using Informit
Admin
Customisable—manage display options,
linking preferences and authentication
options with Informit Admin

Research
Researchfor
foryour
your
gglobal
lobalfuture
future

Request a quote or free trial
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https://www.informit.org/trial-and-quote

Contact Informit
Australia and New Zealand
T +61 3 9925 8210
E support.informit@rmit.edu.au
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Informit Business Collection
The Informit Business Collection is an ideal research tool for business
students and offers content not readily available elsewhere.
The diversity of the Informit Business Collection enables scholars and business
people to gain a deeper understanding of topics like entrepreneurship, innovation,
technological developments, operations and manufacturing, organisation and people,
strategy and leadership, and sustainability.
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Business economics
Finance
Human resource management
Marketing
Organisational psychology
Training

Key titles
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Asia Today International
Australia’s Paydirt
Innovation: Management Policy and Practice
International Employment Relations Review
International Journal of Employment Studies

About Informit
Informit provides access to unique specialist content through its collection of over
100 databases. These cover a wide range of subjects, including health, engineering,
business, education, law, humanities and social sciences. Informit’s products—
Collections and Media—contain content sourced from publishers, associations and
peak professional bodies as well as international authors.
From its head office in Melbourne, Australia, Informit works with library consortia,
associations and agents to help users advance their research through access to
peer-reviewed and specialist journals, monographs, reports, conference papers and
bibliographic indexes, collated with a focus on regional perspectives and otherwise
hard-to-find research.
Informit products provide access to authoritative research from Australia, New Zealand,
Asia-Pacific and around the world.

Case study
Title: The importance of dividend paying
stocks
Personal Author: Glajnaric, Mike
Source: Equity, Vol. 30, No. 2, Feb/Mar
2016
Abstract: There is a myth that dividend
paying stocks are the slow, boring way
to invest; that they are for the elderly who
want safety and regular income and are
willing to sacrifice overall returns to get it.
The main argument for non-dividend paying
stocks is that retained earnings can be
used as added equity to increase growth
and future earnings. The fact is that equity
is the most expensive form of capital. Debt
is far cheaper (as long as it does not get out
of hand). Another argument is that capital
gains are taxed at a lower rate and can
be delayed. This is the reason why many
companies in the USA don’t pay dividends.
In Australia we have the benefit of franking
credits (eliminates double taxation). We are
the only country in the world, apart from
Malta, to have this benefit.
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